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A TRUE TIME-CAPSULE 
William Maxwell Evarts' mournful journey to Washington to attend the 

private funeral of Abr,aham Lincoln ... 
and his personal time-capsule doc1umenting that tearful event! 

Martin C. Carlino 

A
s the cold rain fell over Washington on Saturday, April 15, 1865, William Maxwell Evarts was tragically 
informed of the calamity that President Abraham Lincoln had been assassinated. But who was William 
M. Evarts? What connection does Evarts have with Abraham Lincoln? William Maxwell Evarts (1818-
1901) was a brilliant New York attorney, politician, and statesman. In 1855, Evarts gave one thousand 
dollars, one-fourth of his total fortune, to the abolition cause. Evarts' position on this issue was made 
perfectly clear in January of 1860 when he successfully represented New York State in the "Lemon Slave 

Case." That ruling maintained the principles of the United States Constitution affirming that " ... a slave brought 
from a slave state (Virginia) into a non-slave state (New York) by sea, and there landed with the intention of 
embarking upon a new voyage to another slave state (Texas) was thereby made free." 

Evarts' political career started as assistant United States Attorney in 1860. In May of that year, 

January 1999 

"His prominent forehead 
and nose gave his face 
the appearance of mas
sive strength." Carte by 

Rockwood, NY, ca. 1865. 

upon the request of William H. Seward, Evarts became Cha,irman of the New York State Delegation to the Republican National 
Convention which nominated Abraham Lincoln for Preside:nt. Evarts and Seward would remain close friends throughout their politi
cal careers. When the Civil War broke out in 1861, Evarts t,:iok part in forming the "The New York Union Defense Committee." On 
May 26th the following year, in his speech to Congress, Lirncoln empowered Evarts and other such committee leaders: "to act for 
the department in that crisis in matters pertaining to the f,orwarding of troops and supplies for the public defense." In April of 

Andrew Johnson: 
A PRECEDENT-SETTING PRESIDENT 

R ecent calls for impeachment hear
ings have facilitated a reexamina
tion of the "intent" our Founding 
Fathers had when they drafted 

applicable Articles. The only precedent 
historians can point to - at the Executive 
level - is Andlrew Johnson. But how many 
fully appreciate the quagmire Lincoln's 
Vice-Preside~1t found himself in immedi
ately upon as:suming office? 

When Lincoln was assassinated in 
April 1865, Johnson succeeded to the 
Presidency. Although he had frequently 
expressed himself to the effect that 
secession was treason and that the 
leaders of the secession movement 
should b•e punished as traitors, he did 
not hold that the late Confederate 
States were conquered territories 
to be dealt with in such a manner 

as Congress might see fit. In this, his opin
ions were in harmony with those of 

continued page 3 

Lincoln, who had acted on the theory 
that the states had never been out of the 
Union. As Commander-in-Chief of the 
Army, the President had full power to 
name the conditions upon which military 
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From the Publishe.r This must have been foremost in his mind when he drafted his 
May 18, 1864 response to a piece printed the previous week in 
the Morning Chronicle. Always the consummate politician, 

0 
ne must appreciate each of the 1858 debates between Lincoln manages to encourage an important constituency, rec-
Stephen Douglas and Abraham Lincoln as "forensic batUes" in ognize the equally-important efforts of others, and, at the same 
an ongoing war. Issues raised in one city were responded to in time. avoid any mention of his own religious views. This letter is 
another ... rhetoric that didn't "play" with one crowd found a thoughtful, poignant, and truly Lincoln. And, it can now be found 
receptive audience elsewhere. And while slavery was the para- in the permanent collection of the Library of Congress. All this 

mount issue addressed in each of seven appearances (nine in total if you brings us back to "forgeries" and the recent sale. 
include pre-debate visits to Chicago and Springfield), the three-he>ur ses- The auctioneer pictured this letter In all his ads. He admit-
sions provided ample opportunity to raise other "concerns." One such ted having no expertise and gladly sent photocopies to anyone 
regard, raised time and again by the Republican candidate, challenged inquiring. Immediately before the sale, he was told the original 
how he and his views were misrepresented through a gross "forgery." might be at the L.O.C. He gladly shared that Information with 

In several debates, Lincoln objected to the Little Giant's those wishing to bid. But he was also advised this might be a 
accusations of representing an "extreme" Abolitionist pc,sition. draft of that same document. (Lincoln's secretaries were known 
The source for Douglas' aspersions, the State Register (a partisan to have "shared" early treatments of the President's work with 
newspaper in support of Douglas), published an account of lrlends and well-wishers.) Perhaps the auction had an earlier 
Lincoln agreeing with a radical platform. Llncoln assured his draft - or even a souvenir copy in the President's hand as with 
supporters he harbored no such dogma. the Gettysburg Address. 
The quoted source was a complete ------ The auctioneer had neither the means 

P, •. rl.__ - ', ••• ' "forgery." ,---. nor the time to secure a professional con-
In the September 18, 1858 meeting in ,,..._,.. ~~ b ~ ....,,,.,._, ..- sultation. He felt obliged by the estate to 

Charleston, Lincoln provided the following ~n ...... ::o, _;;;;~ :£::....~.. sell all cataloged property. Still... this deal-
definition: "What is forgery? It is the bring- ~; --;eie~ 'J-, ~Pl.,~~ er had no desire to leave the matter simply 
ing forward something in writing or in print -f' d.. ,...,..,. ~ i:c r· to "caveat emptor" which would have been 
purporting to be of certain effect when it is J~~ ~ .u_ #... ~ within his legal rights. He called all those 
altogether untrue." Unfortunately, forgeries ~~.~'fl ...eb r-4 ~.J,.,....., expressing an interest in the lot and 
and Lincoln remain a concern of this journal. ,..-, ~q.;_,, ~ '"';'«· .;.., .t4~ -r· explained all he knew. He made several 

Perhaps the only perquisite to pub- ~ ,,.:;-,.1~ r;:.__."7-Z~ "pre-sale" announcements advising that no 
lishing The Rail Splitter is my opportunity ~ ~t1'- ~ ~ /.... ---.c::.. representations or warranties went with 
to stand on a soap-box four times a year. ~ ..,c._ ,~ u, ~ 111 ~ ~- ~ the letter. The piece sold for S 1,000. 
Tantamount to Speakers' Corner in Hyde - ~~ "l'.-4- .it-,:, I'-~,..., Had this been genuine, it certainly would 
Park, I am "licensed" to rant about almost ~ ~-,., ~ 114d-.-.,.;r; e.G..:.4 ,,.__,_ command in excess ol a quarter million dollars. 
anything. While I have discussed the fail- ,,._,,, ~,._, 1-#-> fu-,, ~ r>-- f. Do I fault the auctioneer? No. He made a good-
ings of certain auctioneers and dealers, I H.. ~=.., -...., ~ f-7-4 f. ~ faith effort to detail all he knew. Do I fault the 
now feel it appropriate to comment on - .u,;.., ~' -'J,-k~ 1-4 ~~ owner/consigner? No ... they treasured the letter 
h Th i db ~--~~.14.,~- -. 411 f al ' I hi t eir customers. is is prec pitate y or sever generations as genuine. n t ·s 

the recent sale of a document. .. a docu- ~ ~ ... -r-'· r~ ...., L-,i... ,._, r-----r instance. responsibility for doing the requisite 
-/:w...t.,, ,i..M~ 44 ~ ~-ment that was "no good." And, believe it or / "leg.work" fell to the buyer. He or she should 

not, l take no issue with the broker. ~-~ ' have consulted with an expert before the auc-
The letter pictured here sold last n,_ _ ,,)"" lion -or at least gone to the library. 

month in an upstate New York auction. It ·•7 "Sneaking up" on an overlooked gem is 
came from an estate that included several ~---------------~ everyone's dream - given the level of pre-sale 
historic relics. This specific piece is not a "forgery." Clearly it is in publicity, such hopes here would have been delusional. Simply put: I give 
the hand of Lincoln. The auctioneer had no reason to find the doc- no quarter for those suffering from greed and stupidity- a dangerous 
ument suspect: it hung on the same wall for most of this century. combination. Please ... remember to exercise both calm and caution 
Unfortunately, it is a nineteenth<entury facsjmHe of the original. when given the chance to make such a substantive acquisition. I like to 

Lincoln's "Response to the Methodists" is one of his mom interest- believe we can help in such instances. We number among our members 
ing and significant missives. Many have pondered our sixteenth some of the country's leading experts on almost every aspect of history 
President's religious beliefs and affiliation. Lincoln was not a member of and material culture - most of whom are exceptionally generous with 
any organized church. (See this issue's In die Mametp{oce for a brief look their lmowledge. Let us know if you require some counsell 
at Lincoln and the first Presbyterian Church of Springfield.) Lincoln 
avoided public pronouncements on his religious views and wr,ote about 
them even less. Several associates, in fact, called his credentials as a 
"conventional" Chrlstlan into question. Lincoln did, however, "reveal 
himself' in a few key letters that make reference to God and Providence, 
often requesting for some measure of Divine guidance. 

It would have been uncharacteristic - not to menti,on politi
cally-unwise - for the President to endorse any particular sect. 
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On a brighter note -1 am pleased to remind you that the next issue 
of The Rail Splitter concludes our fourth year of publishing! And .. once 
again, we plan to celebrate with our annual auction. Please let us lmow 
ii you have anything you wish to consign. We hope to make this year's 
sale bigger and better than ever! 
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continued from cover -

Evarts' shaving cream box 
that became a time-capsule. 

1863, Evarts found himself dis- Following Black Easter, Evarts assembled the New York 
patched on a government mis- Delegation which included leading merchants and members of 

sion to England to end, if the Union League to make the mournful pilgrimage to 
possible, building and Washington. When they arrived in Washington on April 19, 1865 

equipping navel for the official funeral service at the White House, the deep grief 
vessels for the validated the phrase "No sorrow like Our sorrow." The New York 
Confederacy. Delegation chosen to represent the state included: William M. 
Evarts returned Evarts, Simon Draper, General Strong, Moses Taylor, Jas. Brown, 
to England again John Jacob Astor, Samuel Slone, William E. Dodge, Moses H. 

in July on a similar Grinnell, Jonathan Sturges, Charles P. Daley, Edward Pierpoint, 
mission and Denning Duer, Charles H. Russell and S. Blatchford. With only six 
remained there hundred passes issued, due to the capacity of the East Room, the 
until June of 1864. New York Delegation considered themselves among the fortu-
When Supreme nate few to be invited to the service. To obtain their "Special 
Court Chief Justice Passes", the New York Delegation walked over to the Treasury 
Taney died in building, appropriately adorned with mourning bunting. George 

October, Lincoln's Harrington, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, received the 
first choice to fill the seat group. Harrington would handle all the arrangements for the 

was William M. Evarts. ceremony in the White House including: festooning the East 
But strong and divisive opposition - and the opportunity to Room in mourning drape, organizing the dispensing of the 
partially curb a political troublemaker - resulted in the appoint- Special Passes, and the building of the catafalque. Evarts and 
ment of Salmon P. Chase. An appointment to the Bench was the members of the delegation were each issued Special Passes and 
one thing most desired by Evarts that would elude him for the given programs detailing the "Order Of Procession" that preced-
remainder of his life. ed the funeral ceremony. The group then took a mournful walk 

Evarts was appointed Attorney General under over to the Executive Mansion. 
President Andrew Johnson serving for just over a As William M. Evarts approached the entrance to 
year (1868-1869). As Chief Counsel, Evarts success- the Executive Mansion, he stopped to salute members 
fully represented President Johnson during his cir- of the Seventh Regiment Reserve of New York, then 
cus-like impeachment hearings in 1868. Later, he assigned to guard the imposing entrance to the 
was appointed Secretary of State under President Mansion. This same regiment had saved the Capital in 
Rutherford B. Hayes serving in that post from 1877- 1861 and now was given the honor of guarding 
81. At the age of 66, Evarts was then elected to the Lincoln's body. After presenting their Passes, Evarts 
United States Senate from New York and served in and his colleagues entered the Executive Mansion, 
that body from 1885-91. passed through the Green Room -which was left dark-

Recently, I acquired directly from the family ened as to prepare for the mournful sight ahead - and 
what is best described as the tangible preservation filed into the massive East Room. The East Room 
of Evarts' grief for the martyred President. A true extends the full width of the Mansion. On this sad 
"time capsule" of relics that enable us to go back occasion, it had been transformed into the 
and accompany the Evarts family on April 16, 1865, "Amphitheater of the Dead" with a series of raised 
as they attended Easter Sunday services at Calvary Easter 1Iowers given by Bishop steps arranged on three sides of the chamber to pro-
Church in New York City. Bishop Cox lead the Cox to the Evarts family. vide a better view for the mourners. The steps were 
mournful service for Abrahan1 Lincoln. The religious covered in black broadcloth and were marked off in 
celebration of Easter was transformed into Black thin white lines, each division reserved for the group 
Easter, a funeral service for President Abraham Lincoln. Black indicated by a card placed therein. Each side (Northern, Eastern 
crepe used to replace Easter flowers. At the conclusion of the and Southern) converged five feet from the base of what was 
service, Bishop Cox gave flowers to the Evarts lamily and the dubbed the "Temple of Death" with Lincoln's body placed in the 
other parishioners who attended the .-------------------, center of the room. Every three minutes, 
mass. When he arrived home, Evarts • OIi "i" B. another wave of mourners walked from the 
placed the flowers and corsages he and Treasury building over to the Green Room 
his wife Helena had worn into an empty in an orderly procession. 
shaving cream box for safe-keeping. In ...1111J,.~._ .a/ea1d,... At 11:00 am, various committees began 
June, he placed a note in this makeshift to arrive in the East Room. The first group 
time-capsule stating: "Easter flowers •• .. ••••• •&•••••• to enter the East Room were the Clergymen, 
lrom Calvary Church distributed by sixty in total from each state in the Union 
Bishop Cox after the funeral services for representing each denomination. Evarts 
Pres. Lincoln and the last service before and the New York Delegation entered next. 
the Bishop left the parish. April 19,1865." The group from New York were directed by 
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an usher to the "North" side of the platform and seated opposite 
members of the clergy. (For detailed information on where each 
group was seated, consult: The Farewell to Lincoln by Victor 
Searcher, 1965.) Just before noon, a hush blanketed the East 
Room as "God's" President Andrew Johnson, along with Preston 
King, the New York Radical politician, members of the 
President's Cabinet and the Justices of the Supreme Court made 
their dramatic entrance. With the imposing assembly in place, 
the ceremony commenced. 

The service was solemn but simple, led by several officiating 
clergymen. At the conclusion, Evarts and the Delegation assem
bled together with the other New Yorkers, three hundred in total, 
to march down Pennsylvania Avenue to the Capital. The Order of 
Procession program lists just a partial description of who 
marched, and their positions along the funeral procession. With 
some 40,000 marching up Pennsylvania Avenue, it was beyond 
the scope of comprehension. The procession line assembled 
along the entire distance covering the Executive Mansion to the 
Capital, a distance of about one mile. (For a complete list of 
mourners who marched in the procession, refer to: The Nation's 

E.& H. T. Anthony stereoview of The Treasury Buildings, East 
Front, taken during Lincoln's funeral at the White House, April 

19,1865. Evarts obtained his "pass" and program here. 

Tribute to Abraham Lincoln compiled by B. F. Morris, 1865.) 
Returning home from this tearful pilgrimage, Evarts 

removed the Special Pass and the folded Order of Procession 
program from his frock coat and deposited them into the "time 
capsule." He clearly wanted to preserve this defining moment 
with this simple collection. 

Twenty-three years after the national funeral, Evarts deliv
ered an oration at the "Unveiling of the Seward Memorial Statue 
at Auburn, New York, November 15, 1888." The occasion gave 
him the opportunity to reflect on what had been a long and diffi
cult period in history, noting that: "The strange last stroke of the 
rebellion, as from a dying hand, compassed the death of Lincoln 
and accomplished the dreadful purpose in the martyrdom of the 
great President. Lincoln alone, held in one hand the moral, the 
political, the magisterial, gentle and powerful domination over 
the minds and hearts of his countrymen, which could sway them 
to these controlling duties and purposes, and that hand had lost 
its cunning and strength. Suddenly, the task was passed by the 
constitution into unprepared, unselected, unentrusted hands." 

For over 133 years, members of the Evarts family treasured 
and proudly displayed this slice of Lincoln and family history. 
With only two living descendants left, Jeremiah Evarts thought it 
now time to pass the "capsule" on to another. In so doing, he 
noted with a measure of familial pride that "it was the under
standing in the family that only fifty of Lincoln's closest friends 
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were given seating or atten
dance at this particular 
funeral service... and our 
ancestor was one of them." 

Now the collection has 
changed hands. I promise to 
maintain the same reverence 
for the "Time Capsule" as the 
Evarts family and will contin
ue the tradition of educating 
my family on that profound 
time in history. '<"'"' 

Two corsages. The one with the flag 
was worn by W.M. Evarts while that 

with black crepe rosette was worn by 
Mrs. Helena Evarts. 

OIIDl!R Of' THE PROC'EMIOll. 
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Wanted: Articles, photographs, features, 
letters ... in short, contributions of mate
rial for The Rail Splitter. This is a mem
ber-driven publication. Please consider 
writing a short piece or sending us a 
photograph with details on a recent 
find. We need your help to keep this 
journal informative and interesting! 
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continued from cover -

rule might be withdrawn and civil rule substituted. Accordingly, 
on May 29, 1865, Johnson issued a general amnesty proclama
tion, granting full pardon to all ex-Confederates (except certain 
leaders) who would take an unqualified oath of allegiance to the 
United States. He next appointed provisional governors for the 
seven rebel states which had not already begun the process of 
restoration under the direction of Lincoln. To these governors he 
issued instructions that they provide for state conventions to be 
elected by such persons as had taken the oath of allegiance and 
were otherwise qualified to vote under the laws of the respective 
states. To the conventions he suggested (one might almost say, 
ordered) that they embody in the state constitutions a provision 
for the abolition of slavery, ratify the 13th amendment to the 
Federal Constitution, nullify the ordinances of secession and 
repudiate such parts of the state debts as had been contracted 
in support of the secession movement. These were essentially 
the same demands that Lincoln had made on the conventions in 
the states where he had erected loyal civil governments. All this 
took place during the summer and autumn of 1865 previous to 
the assembling of Congress on December 4th. 

The new Congress was overwhelmingly Republican in com
plexion and most of the Republicans were inclined to take a rad
ical view of the southern situation. It refused admission to the 
senators and representatives from the rebel states and provided 
for the creation of a joint committee on reconstruction. The exi
gencies of politics and the status of the freedmen were the cru
cial points in the situation. The radicals demanded that former 

slaves be granted the right to vote 
forthwith and that a sufficient number 
of ex-Confederates be disenfranchised 
to assure Republican majorities in most 
of the southern states assuming, of 
course, that the Blacks would vote 
Republican out of gratitude to the party 
which had affected their freedom. To 
none of these demands would the 
President yield and in the course of 
three or four months, the breach 
between him and the Republican 
Congress was wide. Meanwhile the 
southern states remained unrepresent- ~~========~::!J 
ed in Congress while the reconstruction committee conducted 
investigations into southern conditions to ascertain whether any 
of them were sufficiently loyal to warrant their being represent
ed. In June 1866, the committee reported that the rebel states 
were unfit for representation, but presumably would become fit 
should they ratify the 14th Amendment which was reported at 
the same time. This Amendment was defeated in all the late 
Confederate states except Tennessee. The representatives and 
senators from this state were forthwith admitted. Soon after
ward, Congress adjourned and the whole question of recon
struction was submitted to the electorate. 

During the course of his contest with the radical 
Republicans, Johnson had gradually drawn the Democrats to his 
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Andrew Johnson, cont. 

side and hoped to secure the support of enough moderate 
Republicans to control the next Congress. To this end, he took an 
active part in the campaign, but it could be argued that his 
speeches, some of which were certainly undignified and in bad 
taste, did more harm than good to his cause. At any rate, his 
hopes were dashed as the new Congress contained an even larg
er majority of radical Republicans than the old. Accordingly, in 
1867 Congress threw aside his work of restoration and preceded 

with a plan of its own, the 
main features of which 
were the restoration of mil-

.y itary control, the enfran-
L- ________ .!/_·_ •• ,_,,,_d_✓-_"'"'_'__, chisement of Blacks and 

the disenfranchisement of considerable numbers of ex
Confederates. Johnson opposed this plan with all the power he 
possessed, regarding it as dangerous to the Federal system of 
government. His opposition was in vain but troublesome to the 
leaders of the radical movement. They therefore determined to 
deprive the President of practically all power. To this end, 
Congress passed on March 2, 1867 - over the President's veto -
the Tenure of Office Act. Said Act prohibited the President from 
dismissing from office, unless the Senate should agree, any officer 
appointed by and with the consent of that body. For a long time 
Edwin M. Stanton, the Secretary of War, had been visibly disloyal 
to his chief and in league with extremists. To rid himself of his 
obnoxious war minister and at the same time test before the 
Supreme Court the constitutionality of the Tenure of Office Act, 

Johnson removed Stanton without obtain
_,_ i>ll l111111C ~ 
,_ -· re ing the consent of the Senate. His plan for 
.... _?.,,. - bringing the case before the Supreme 

Court, however, failed. Instead, the House 
~ of Representatives brought articles of 
,;; impeachment against the President, the 
~ only important charge being his violation of 
gi the Tenure of Office Act. The evidence was 
!"! entirely inadequate for convicting him on 

the graver charge before any fair-minded 
IHDl,&?~D~ JA"- and impartial tribunal. The Senate at that 

.i...=----'--':......-=.,., time, however, was extremely partisan, and 
Johnson escaped conviction by only one vote (35 to 19, a two
third's majority being necessary for conviction) on May 16, 1868. 

The remainder of Johnson's term as President was compar
-------~ atively quiet and uneventful. On March 4, 

• 1869, he left the Presidency a beaten and 
embittered man, but something of his old 
fighting spirit remained. After a number 
of unsuccessful efforts, in 1875 his 
Tennessee constituents returned him to 
his old place in the Senate. But his tri
umph was not for long. He made one bril
liant speech in the Senate, where many of 
the men who had voted to convict him of 
high crimes and misdemeanors were still 
sitting, in apology for his own recon
struction policy and in denunciation of "'=-=;!iE·~S~~~ ... 

'--------~ that of his opponents. But it was his last. 
Shortly afterward, on July 31, 1875, he died. ~ 
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Aside from Johnson's 
portrait on 1864 back-to
back campaign ferrotypes, 
there are not many Johnson 
Items to collect. His auto
graphs sell In the $300-600 
range, an Autograph Letter 
Signed (" ALS") - a holo
graphic letter completely In 
his hand - can bring several 
thousand, depending upon 
content. Extant examples of 

signed military commissions are quite scarce, most being steel
stamped signatures. Passes to the Impeachment Trial now sell 
In the MOO range. Particularly fine from-Ille cartes with pho
tographer's Imprints bring $400-600. The patriotic wall-chart 
pictured above, Issued to unite the country behind the new 
Administration, Is one of only two known. We would estimate 
It being worth $1,200. There are six different tokens issued 
1865-6 ... each remains available for under $100. Most of these 
medals commemorate the President's "swing around the cir
cle" In 1866. That year's Congressional Elections were domi
nated by the split between the Executive and Legislative 
branches with Johnson deciding to take his case directly to the 
people. He first went to New York and then circled down 
through the Midwest before returning to Washington. The 
effort did little for hJs cause. 
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LETTERS 
iiEEDITOR 

Dear Rail Splitter. 

We all read your publication here at The Lincoln Museum, 
Fort Wayne, Indiana and find much useful information in each 
issue. In reading the article on page 24 of your October 1998 
issue entitled "Another Great Find!" concerning the paperback A 
Memoir of Abraham Uncotn. President Elect of the United States 
of Amerjca. I read your statement that you could "source no 
other copies even in institutional holdings!" I would like to 
update your records on this title. The Lincoln Museum collec
tion includes a copy of this title. The front cover is not in quite 
as good condition as the one pictured in your article in The Rail 
Splitter but is close to it. 

Cindy VanHorn, Registrar & Library Assistant 
The Lincoln Museum 

Dear Rail Splitter. 

In a recent issue there was mention of a cdv of a boot. (fhe 
piece was pictured and identified as being John Wilkes Booth's 
boot in the July issue - despite an attribution of it being 
Washington's in the auction. The October journal then published 
a Letter to the Editor stating that it most certainly was not 
Booth's boot.) May I suggest a possibility? Santa Anna, the 
Mexican general who took the Alamo. had only one foot. He was 
a cavalry officer. Perhaps it's a longshot- but he is probably bet
ter known than J.W. Booth throughout Texas and the Southwest. 

Jim Bernard, Elwood. IN 

(Editor: We haven't been able to source the whereabouts of this 
artifact nor confirm (with certainty) that it belonged to 
Washington. much less Santa Anna. We can state for the record 
that it is definitely not Booth's. But a recent listing of another 
example of this same carte on e-Bay had the following descrip
tion confirming the original attribution: "four 1860 CDVs of 
George Washington Relics. A late 1860s photo wallet with 4 pho
tos of things associated with George Washington: His boot, his 
chair, his birthplace and Martha Washington's pianoforte. The 
Washington's boot photo has come up at a historical items auc
tion once in the past few years and sold for about $100." Anyone 
knowing the exact whereabouts of this relic please let us know!] 
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Dear Rail Splitter: 

I enclose an image oi the Illinois State Capitol building. In the 
April 1998 Rail Splitter, there was a note regarding a spoon with 
Lincoln-Douglas markings, later identified by George Buss in the 
July edition. This photograph (issued as both a stereoview and 
as a cabinet card) is seen occasionally. and could cause similar 
confusion regarding the date of origin and purpose. The three 
arches in front are marked: 

LINCOLN - WELCOME TO THE CAPITOL OF ILLINOIS - DOUGLAS 

A banner over the doorway atop the steps is marked: 

NATIONAL UNION, STATE SOVEREIGNTY 

The photograph was taken in 1877 during dedication ceremonies 
of the Capitol building. The references to Lincoln and Douglas 
have nothing to do with the debates, or anniversary of the 
debates, but simply reference two Illinois favorite sons. 

All the best, 

Blaine Houmes 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
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DISCOVERING CAMPAIGN NEWSPAPERS 

Even the most experienced collectors can overlook various "sub
categories" within their field. Then, one day, a particularly striking (or 

the need to resist these at all hazards. We hope you will enjoy 
viewing some of the great graphics and reading some of the 
"choice" text we have excerpted. For us, it's been an enjoyable 
and edifying experience. 

outrageous, as the case may r---------------------,---7""--------,----------=----, 
be) example representing a 
whole new category of materi
al culture catches our atten
tion. From that point on, we 
become a little more perspica
cious, discovering additional 
examples of note. Such was the 
case when we first received a 
copy of the Whip and Spur. 

Although newspapers 
from the 18th and 19th cen
turies were highly partisan, 
the idea of a purely cam
paign newspaper did not 
originate until 1840, with 
the publication of Horace 
Greeley's The Log Cabin. 
While Greeley went on to 
"better things," publishing 
the New-York Tribune and 
becoming the original polit
ical pundit, other editors, 
today largely unknown, 
continued the tradition. Not L....:.=.:=

to be confused with cause-related efforts like Garrison's The 
Liberator or Woodhull and Claflin's Weekly, these campaign 
papers were published every four years during presidential elec
tions. Some persisted over the course of multiple elections, but 
most were "one-shot" deals. Having served their purpose, they 
quietly left the scene once the balloting was over. Surviving 
copies are occasionally rediscovered by today's collectors, read
ing text unspoken and unseen for well over a hundred years. 

Campaign newspapers seem to have flourished from 1840 to 
1864. Most had distinguished mastheads. Some papers were full
size while others were more of a tabloid format. Typically, issues 
were published weekly and consisted of four pages. Ballots 
might be included on the first or second page. An added bonus 
would be the inclusion of a campaign cartoon or caricature. 

In 1860, the publishers of these journals became truly 
inspired and produced some of their best work. Besides the 
intrinsic, historical-research value of the text, graphics were 
oftentimes "off-the-wall." The well-known Lincoln and Douglas 
organs were The Rail Splitter and Campaign Plain Dealer. 
Recently, we were able to view seven out of the eleven issues of 
the Whip & Spur, a pro-Douglas rag from the small hamlet of 
Newport, New Hampshire. Some themes were evident upon read
ing these issues. These include: a belief that Douglas' policy of 
Popular Sovereignty was the definitive answer to the slavery 
question, that Lincoln had no qualifications to be President, a 
strong resentment against President Buchanan and John C. 
Breckinridge and the split of the Democratic ticket, and a belat
ed acceptance of the probability of Lincoln's election, cognizant 
of the strong forces that threatened disunion and civil war and 
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From the front page, issue No. 1: 
Description of our Ylanette 

Our artist has so vividly portrayed, in the above picture, what 
he intended to represent, that but few words are necessary to 
explain it. Extending across a broad prairie will be seen the 
"DEMOCRATIC PLATFORM." It rests upon massive pillars, on 
which Is Inscribed the words "CONSTITUTION," "EQUAL 
RIGHTS," lk Across the platform Old Abe has built a rail 
fence. He has evidently spent much labor In its construction, 
and has quaintly labeled the rails with the names of all the 
prominent Ingredients that enter into the composition of 
Lincoln Republicanism, such as "Higher Law," "Know
Nothinglsm," "Black Republicanism," "Brown Republicanism," 
"Treason" &c. A moment since he was quietly splitting his 
rails, and flattering himself with the delusion that the 
Democratic Platform was no longer a free highway to the 
White House. But his pleasant revery is broken in an instant -
and so are his rails. Douglas appears at the left, with a 
Through Ticket to the White House! and at the same moment 
throws up the banner of "Popular Sovereignty" and "Non
intervention." One kick from the Little Giant's foot removes all 
obstructions; and the way he demolishes Old Abe's fence 
shows that he is the best rail-splitter of the two. He is now on 
the broad highway to the "White House," as indicated by the 
guide-board, which stands at Old Abe's back, and from which 
he Is inclining to the opposite direction. 
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ExCERPTS FROM THE WHIP AND SPUR: 
Blnck Hcpui1111enn Dupllcll>· 

So11T1t • .,!:J 
Now, reader, just 

scan the woe-begone 
phiz of poor Lincoln, as 
he leans upon his axe and 
views the wreck of matter 
around him! Who will 
marvel that he exclaims. 
in the agony of his soul, 
"Tis an irrepressible con
flict, but he will beat me 
again! My rotten rails 
make a poor fence. 
They'll never do to: 
"Beard a Giant in his den, 
Or a Douglas in his hall." 

'lhe •bovc i, an ilhatntion of the monncr in Then look at the imple
._,_"-'t"' ... "'-".!J' ....., ...... '--w.1.1_...-...,_,....,,, .......... .....,__, ments of his vocation. 
and to his work itself, as it lays scattered about his feet. How 
emblematic of his principles, and how prophetic of the conse
quences which would follow their triumph! He is splitting the 
firm trunk of the Tree of Liberty with the wedge "Disunion!" - and 
another, which is appropriately marked "Insurrection," is ready 
to be inserted at the proper moment. Had Wendell Phillips been 
present he would have exclaimed as he did in his disunion 
speech, "The first crack in the iceberg is visible: you will yet hear 
it go with a crack through the centre." 

Now observe his coat, as he has carelessly thrown it upon 
the ground, from the pocket of which is exposed an Eulogy on 
Old .John Brown. If he has not read it yet we fear he never will, as 
the labor of mending his fence will occupy the remnant of his life. 

which wants to make the Territories free, while it is unwilling to 
extend to me, as a man, in the free States, all the rights of a man. 
(Applause.) In the State of lllinois, where I live - my adopted 
State - I have been laboring to make it a fit place for a decent 
man to live in. In that State we have a code of black laws that 
would disgrace any Barbary State, or any uncivilized people in 
the far-off islands of the sea. Men of my complexion are not 
allowed to testify in a court of justice, where a white man is a 
party. If a white man happens to owe me anything, unless I can 
prove it by the testimony of some white man, I cannot collect the 
debt. Now, two years ago, I went through the State of Illinois for 
the purpose of getting signers to a petition asking the Legislature 
to repeal the 'Testimony Law,' so as to permit colored men to 
testify against white :nen. I went to prominent Republicans. to 
Abraham Lincoln and Lyman Trumbull, and neither of them 
dared to sign that petition to give me the right to testify in a 
court of justice! (This statement has not been denied by the sup
porters of Lincoln. - Dover Sentinel.) 

A letter from Bern, N.Y. to the Albany Argus, says: "Bern will 
give Douglas a good majority. The Republicans are making vain 
efforts to organize a Wide Awake club in this town. But one man 
joined and he was intoxicated when he paid his dollar. When 
sober, he demanded ii back, saying he would vote for Douglas." 

A Political letter by a Pious Wife 
The following we find in the Buffalo Republic, and as there are 
Wide Awakes in this town old enough to have wives, perhaps 
they may read the lecture with profit: [Scene- in bed, face to the 
wall - Strong smell of coal oil - Time, three in the morning.] 

A pretty time indeed for you to come home, sir! Where have 
you been all night? You smell as if you have been in search of 
Symmes' Hole through a tar barrel. Talk of sulphuretted hydro-

The black republicans claim that Lincoln i'"'";!!!!!!~----!!!""-!!!!!!!!'!!"'--~ gen, or superannuated eggs! They ain't any
has this natural advantage over all other rail u ~1 • ~ n; T' where. Where have you been? Here I've been 
splitters: He is so homely th.it when he looks at W )IP Qllu ~put• ly1ng awake for the last five hours waiting for 
a rail it will be obliged to split. , you to come. Now I want to know where have 

Ne....,._·=,.,._ ' .I~ you been all this time? Wish I wouldn't bother 
A BAD OMEN. We learn that the Lincoln & , • ..,..,,,._,._y,•·~~ you - tell me in the morning? I want to know 

Hamlin llag, at Claremont, took its departure, : • ~ now; its near enough morning to know where 
on Friday last, upon the wings of the wind. A one's husband has been all night, and partic-
committee of Ways and Means are now said to . ularly if he comes home perfumed clear 
be in consultation as to procuring another. through as you are. You mustn ·t good wife me. 
Some of them propose to sell the Wigwam and That won't answer. - Suppose you were a 
apply the proceeds to the purchase of bunting, woman, and your husband should go off 
while others say the Wigwam will not sell for every night in the week. and come home as 
half what they owe for it. In this dilemma strong you do. and -1 wish you'd get up and let some 
fears are entertained that they will be obliged fresh air into the room, or I shall certainly suf-
to "let it slide." focate - what would you say? Don't you imag

CONUNDRUM. Why will Abe Lincoln, on 
the 4th of March next, resemble a dead letter? 
Because he will never be called for. 

At an abolition meeting in Framingham, 
Mass., on the 4th of July, a black man from 
Illinois, named H. F. Douglas. made a speech, in 
which he said: 

"I care nothing about that anti-slavery 
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ine there would be a row in the family? Been 
with the Wide Awakes? I should think as 
much. You're a wide awake fool. that's what 
you are. I've always thought you had sense 
enough to parade the streets with those nig
ger lovers. Why did I marry you? That's a pret
ty question. Didn't you swear you'd shoot 
yourself if I didn't take pity on you? I'm sorry 
I didn't allow you to shoot or hang or drown 
yourself. It would have been the best thing I 

continued on page 10 
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A.N A.CROSTfC. 
~ ...... 

'\l'ho am I ? Now guess _1ny name ; . 
1·-..c wonhippcd " Sur," of myatlc fom•, 
De&pised the YU)gar, Irilh ·pa~dy, 
E'en cunt the vile old Pope!.hia daddy. 

And now, "dark lantern,•• no more-of!ou: 
With jockey cap and torch of 6ry bur, 
And cape to cover o'er, 
Know ye that when rm out o· nijihta 
Each man should lock hill door. 

N. H. Atou1 & Sr11<:T•Toa.-ThiA i.s the ti
tle of our ~ar paper, and ..,-hich we should 
be happy lo aend to u many of the oubicribets of 
the Wl,ip ,t Sp.,.. u may see lit to o~der it. It i1 

one of the oldest democratifpa~ io the Stat,, 
is t'!rice as l~c a.1 the Whip ,t ~, and i, 
mniled to subscriben for il,26 per ye=ir in od-
vauce. 

ever did in my life. What 
is it that smells so? 
Nothing? Don't tell me 
nothing! It never smelled 
so in the world. Had to 
carry a torch? That's 
sweet business for a man 
who pretends to be the 
father of a large family. 
Next thing I shall expect 
to hear from you is, that 
you've been splitting 
rails for general circula
tion. I know nothing 
about politics? Don't eh? 
If I have to neglect my 

07'" The Indianapaperachargo that JESSE family and carry stinking 
D. BRIGHT VOTED THE REPUBLIC.-\'.',; torches for the benefit of 

a lazy man in Illinois who is trying to be President. 
Want to sleep? I thought you were a Wide Awake. I suppose 

you've been kept awake to-night on whiskey, haven't you? ... You're 
an old brute, and just such a man as ought to vote for an old rail
splitter. Vote for Douglas ii I let you alone? Mr. Douglas don't want 
such votes. He will be elected without your vote. But now that 
you've shown signs of reason, I'll let 
you go to sleep. .---~:1.-n-1-.=

0
=
0

-
21
_0_e_•--,-"°'"· 

THE MEANEST THING YET. A 
friend has sent us a copy of a cam
paign paper, published in Chicago, 
Illinois, called 'The Rail Splitter,' in 
which we find an article that was 
original in our paper, but which the 
black editor has paraphrased and 
published as original in the "Rail 
Splitter!" The article was entitled 
"Science Applied to Politics," and it 
now appears in the "Rail Splitter" 
with the title unchanged. 

This is a species of editorial 

bo 840. 

""" • o/ 18t0 
•Ldlld..,-·· 
...,,.....,..,d 

..._maeie 

theft which nobody but a black feoi-t;~ 
......,.,o 

• Uitm11etrt· -....... 1 ••. republican can stoop to. The man 
who will reject another's senti• 
ments and then steals the language 
he clothes them in, would also steal 
his money, and then throw away his 
purse. If "Honest Old Abe" will per
mit such pilfering in his home 
organ, how long will the people's 
treasury last after he and his crew 
get their hands on it? & 

--........ ·--- ...... -,1-.ol ... ....,.... ~-" .. -. .... to..a-• ..... ..... .. ....... .. ... bff t}i .... 

~ Law ..... tn ...... lbm book.It.ht":, 
............ ,......rl 

T- ._ CA■III TIIAP. 

THE LINCOLN BELT

BUCKLE BANDIT! 
If you're searching for that special antique Lincoln belt

buckle to secure your cashmere Armanl pants, keep search
ing! 

Fraudulent Lincoln belt-buckles have been surfacing 
lately on e-Bay, the Internet auction service. Regardless of 
patination - regardless of the "rubbed appearance" of some
thing that is quite old, these Items were produced in the 
1960's and 1970's in England. They were crafted by an 
Englishman named John Fairchild, often doing business as 
"Fairchild and Johnson," a name that also appears on some 
of the buckles. These "fantasy" buckles first appeared in the 
U.S. during the Civil War Centennial In 1961. Fairchild pro
duced thousands of "historic" belt-buckles of different 
designs before being apprehended in the late-70's. Most of 
Fairchild's designs were taken from old lithographs or maga
zine ads. He originally marketed the belt-buckles through 
American antique and weapons dealers for hundreds of dol
lars - claiming them to be 18th or 19th century artifacts. A 
central aspect of his fraud was a book he wrote to legitimize 
each fake. Written under the name of "Percy Siebert," I.iffa.m'. 
& Gaylord Express & Exhibjtjon Belt Plates even had a ficti
tious publishing date of 1950 - before his creations were even 
forged! Fairchild's book provided a discussion of the history 
and manufacturing of belt-buckles in the United States from 
the 1840's through the 1880's. The majority of Fairchild's 
buckles were pictured and described In detail. The Lincoln 
buckles were not included as they were immediately consid
ered suspect by collectors. 

There are several variations to the Lincoln mourning 
buckles that are John Fairchild's original fakes. (Yes ... we said 
"original fakes." His buckles have been copied and faked by 
later entreprenews ... there is now a second generation of the 
fantasy piece being traded!) The Lincoln buckles weigh 7 oz. 
and measure 3 3/4 x 2 3/4" and are minted Ompact forged) 
from brass. All known specimens have the same motif on the 
front- Lincoln's bust enshrined within a wreath, surrounded 
by cannons, flags, rifles and an eagle. To achieve the aging 
appearance, the buckles were soaked in cow urine. 

Bob Braken, Editor of Buckle Buddies, a newsletter for 
belt-buckle collectors, shared with us how John Fairchild 
designed the Lincoln buckle: "The designs for the Lincoln 
mourning belt-buckle originated from a U.S. machine and gun 
shop letterhead. Fairchild took the letterhead and super
imposed Lincoln's bust enshrined within a wreath in the mid
dle." The early Fairchild buckles (mld-1960's) include the leg
end on the reverse: "Made from Captured Confederate Guns." 
Some also include "The Official Funeral Plate No. __ ." The 
plate number was always left blank. Some examples included 
a fictitious manufacturer such as House of Worth, 
Greenwood and Gray, Bay State Jewelers, and Wells Fargo & 
CO. Examples manufactured In the early 1970's have the 
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same inscription on the back with the addition of "Tiffany & Co. London 
England." (The Tiffany Company never made belt-buckles.) To this day, 
Bob Braken still receives calls from "people who should know that the 
Lincoln Tiffany buckles are fake." Those that include "Made by W.H. 
Horstmann" are also Fairchild originals. W. H. Horstmann of Philadelphia 
was one of the country's leading military manufacturers in 1865. 

Other specimens included "issued to all Congressman Washington 
D.C." in the legend. Obviously, if this was true, there would be a traceable 
account in the Congressional Records for either 1865 or 1866. During the 
1860's men wore suspenders or narrow belts - nobody wore belts wide 
enough to accommodate this Lincoln buckle! "Design approved by Mrs. 
A. Lincoln" was also imprinted on the later Fairchild fakes. 

The "original Fairchild fakes" trade at $25-50. Workmanship on the 
Fairchild fakes was so good that despite being fantasy creations, the 
buckles started a fad in belt buckle collecting. The "original fakes" were 
copied themselves through three generations of imitations. Fairchild's 
buckles are distinguishable from the later copies by having soldered-on 
backloop and wide tabs, instead of prongs for belt holes. The copies are 
cast from zinc alloy with a brass plating, and have a cast-in loop holder 
or a riveted-on combo hook-and-loop holder. These later copies are 
worth only a nominal amount. 

In the late 1970's, U.S. Customs barred John Fairchild from entering 
the United States. He is currently living in Sweden. One of his companies, 
Deane & Adams, is still being run by family members, and is now "rela
tively legitimate" in it's operations. ,;:--, 

EARLY AMERICAN MAKES HISTORY! 
ORDER YOUR CATALOGS TODAY • ONLY $36 FOR A FULL YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION OF SIX CATALOGUES 

Participate in Early American's Important Upcoming Mail Bid Auctions 
Nearly 1,000 Items in each Catalog of Historic Material Including ... 

DECEMBER 12m 
FEBRUARY 13m 

APRIL24TB 

JUNE 19m 
AUGUST 21ST 

OCTOBER 23RD 

Autographs • Historic Washington & Lincoln Related Items 

Rare Maps • Antique Playing Cards • Colonial Coins & Medals 

United States Coinage • Colonial Currency • Fiscal Paper & Bonds 

United States Currency • Encased Postage Stamps 

Historic Newspapers• Civil War Era Photos• Ephemera & Prints 

Colonial Artifacts • Early Magazines • Almanacs 

Swords & Powder Horns • Documents & Broadsides • Americana 

Our catalogs are on the Internet with every photo enlarged & in full color ! 
http://www.EarlyAmerican.com 

EARLY AMERICAN HISTORY AUCTIONS. INC. 
P.O. Box 3341 • La Jolla, CA 92038 • (619) 459-4159 • Fax (619) 459-4373 • e-Mail: ean@cts.com 
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In The Marketelace 

I n its current fixed-price catalog, University Archives of Westport, 
Connecticut is offering an extraordinary manuscript check completed 
and signed by Lincoln. Dated July 5, 1860 and drawn on his account 
at the Springfield Marine & Fire Insurance Company, Lincoln autho

rizes payment of $12.50 to the Presby1erian Church. This amount repre
sents a partial tax on the pew owned/leased by the Lincoln's. (For those 
interested in Lincoln's religious views and affiliations, we recommend 
Wayne C. Temple's 1995 volume Abraham Lincoln From Skeptic to 
ftoQM1 published by Mayhaven Publishing Company. The book is a thor
ough assemblage of all written or verbal references of a religious nature 
ever made by Lincoln. It details the religious affiliations of relations and 
neighbors, discusses beliefs prevalent when Lincoln was growing up, and 
recounts reminiscences of Lincoln associates or family members that 
relate to his religious views.) Mary Todd Lincoln became a communicant 
of the First Presby1erian Church of Springfield in 1852. Around that time, 
the Lincoln's purchased a pew (#20), in a prime location, for $50. They 
were entitled to use this pew indefinitely as long as they paid yearly pew 
taxes. If they fell in arrears for two years, title would revert back to the 
church. Although Abe was never formally inducted as a church member, 
he regularly attended services with his wife, was friendly with the various 
pastors, and would sometimes use church buildings to speak on subjects 
ranging from the Bible to African repatriation. Asking price for this tangi
ble reminder of Lincoln's not-so-tangible spiritual side is $16,500. 
University has two other items of interest on their fixed-price list. A T.L.S. 
by Theodore Roosevelt as President, dated Dec. 29, 1908, discusses the 
possible publication of one of his speeches. T.R. expresses his view that 
"it cannot be printed alongside the Gettysburg Address ... one of the two 
or three great classics of human eloquence ... which shows forth the 
,_ ________ ., human soul." (Price: $6,500.) A part-

·-..,_. -----,1_1_._ .. ._..., __ ._ .... ,.., .. _ ""- _ _,_.,,, __ .. ~-................. __ 
- -,-.- ..... -.... -"-

- .----.---·-·'~ 

ly-printed Illinois state treasurer's 
warrant for $280 for "conveying 3 
convicts from Jo Davies County to the 
Penetentiary [sic)" signed "W. P. 
Willard by A. Lincoln" is also avail
able. (Price: $7,500.) 

D aniel Olmstead of Greenland, 
New Hampshire holds period
ic auctions of ephemera and 
other collectible items. His 

November 18th effort included some 
"motley" Lincoln prints of a undistin
guished nature plus this fine specimen 
of a Bell-Everett campaign ferrotype 
which was hammered-down for $250 
plus 10% buyer's. And ... speaking of 
items that "ring" (it tolls for thee!), a 
Bell and Everett silk portrait ribbon sold 

in Anderson's 
October mail 

auction. 
D e s p i t e '-"'-----"......,__-'--=-.:L..c.L...lL<-L.-""--' 1 

heavy creases, this never-before-seen 
design garnered $3,400. 

A lexander Autographs of Greenwich, CT issues gargantuan cat
alogs: with close to 3,000 lots, they're heavier than most 
phone books! Their two-part November sale included the fol
lowing: an 1861 Lincoln Autograph Letter Signed to Attorney 

General Bates concerning some office seekers and requesting the for
warding of blank appointments ($9,000); the ever-popular oversized 
Lincoln ballot from Massachusetts (the creme-de-la-creme of Lincoln 
presidential ballots!), a winner at $600; and an interesting John T. 
Ford 1885 ALS com- ,.... _____ ,__.. ..................... ===11 
menting on the poor 
business prospects 
of staging comic 
operas, $400. 
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T he Old Print Shop in Gotham issues periodic fixed-price lists entitled "The Old Print Shop Portfolio." For those unable to make a personal visit 
and browse through their assorted cabinets and bins, these handy catalogs are a nice touch. The October issue contained four 1864 cartoon 

lithographs, evenly divided .-----------,---~-------J 
.---------------------, between pro and anti-Lincoln. 

,.n,,u,,,...,,.. • ..., 
.. 1W ~- ,. ,..,,, i,na -.,..-- • 

------1 ---------:.·--·- •-•- I 

Prices ranged between $950 
and $1,100. Asking prices for 
such pieces have escalated 
dramatically over the last ten 
years. We picture the two 
"cheapies" ($950 each) -
"Little Mac, In His Great Two 
Horse Act, In the Presidential 
Canvass of 1864" and "How 
Free Ballot is Protected!" 
(depicting the unlikely scenario 
of a Black contraband-soldier 

LITTl.a MAO. IN HLI O■llAT TWO Hott.IC AOT, INTNC HftlDUITI#liL OANYAN o, ._ 

intimidating a disabled white .__ __ ___:/f<_'II_W'_,.._.t:_'f~_-....;1,,4.'-'L-'HT'_~_i;_r.1_..,.-11.,.t>._l'"B_ra_! ____ ~ 
soldier into voting for Lincoln!) 

W 
e noticed this interesting offering in an e-Bay auction: "A two word fragment, the words 'the second,' in Abraham Lincoln's unmistakable 
handwriting. The fragment was once part of a legal brief entirely in the future President's hand, dated 26 May 1854, and written when Lincoln 
was a lawyer. In ink, on light blue paper. A copy of the complete brief is included, and these words are highlighted - they come from the 
expression 'party of the second part.' At a recent R&R Enterprises autograph auction, a three-word fragment in Lincoln's hand sold for near-

ly $500. The modest reserve is far lower! This is an excellent opportunity to add a reasonably-priced example of Lincoln's handwriting to your collec
tion - these days even a simple signature runs well over $3,000!" The lot garnered nine separate bids reaching $145 but didn't sell, reserve not met. 
Now ... a few thoughts on the matter ... given that they have a photocopy of the original document - intact- it suggests that some identifiable individual 
is responsible for cutting up the piece ... to sell it two words at a time. Need we detail our thoughts on such practices? 

C hristie's East October 20, 1998 sale of "Fine, Antique and Period 
Jewelry" included one lot of particular interest 
to Lincoln collectors. Titled an 
"Assembled Suite of Antique Black 

Jewelry," estimated at $1,200-1,800, 1 

there was little to distinguish it except 
the remarkable provenance ... "formerly 
the property of Mrs. Abraham Lincoln." 
The suite consisted of a brooch and a 
set of earrings made from black onyx and 
yellow gold. According to accompanying 
documentation, the jewelry was given by 
Mrs. Lincoln to her sister, Mrs. Ninian 
Wirt Edwards, who passed them on to 

t Q 

~t"'~ .. 

her son, Albert S. Edwards. Albert 
Edwards' daughter Mary Edwards 
Brown inherited the jewelry and sold 
them in 1931 to a Springfield dealer for 

~-
' 0-<?' 
' ' 
~ 

$200. Today's price: $18,400. Some things 
just never go out of style! 

R oberson's Auctions of Pine Bush, New York held an "estate auction of fine art and antiques" on 
November 7th. The "stand-out" item, in our opinion, was a bronze statue on base of Abraham 
Lincoln, signed George Bissell and dated 1893. Although Bissell busts of Lincoln are sold with 

some regularity, this "full-length" version is a different story. Prominently featured in pre-sale publicity, it 
attracted a final bid of $3,300 plus 10%. 
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In The Markeq~lace 
B rian Caplan of Olde American Collectibles conducted his final mail auction on 

October 3rd. Brian plans on spending more time at his law firm (some of us do 
have a life!) but will continue to do shows and sell privately. This auction had 
some thirty different Lincoln-related CDV's! A cartoon carte of Lincoln and 

McClellan playing chess entitled "Check-Mated!" went to a more-than-worthy collector 
of such items for $550, a trimmed #0-61a (a toughie!) reached $1,128, and a CDV of 

the commission that tried the conspira
tors made $719. (No buyer's premium.) 
Our t>est wishes to Brian and kudos for 
a job well-done! 

W illis Henry 
Auctions of Marshfield, MA held an auction in 
October that included some Lincolniana, the 

best of w~ich was this marvelous reverse painting on glass. 
Measuring 19 x 24" in the original walnut and gilt frame, this 
fine work failed to meet the reserve and was passed. 

J oe Madalena's "Profiles in History" (yes, 90210) recently 
issued its 28th catalog. A clipped signature of John Wilkes 
Booth - with some adhesive residue and mounting - is L.._~ _ __.__ ______ __,..__ _ _, 
offered at $9,500. Also for sale: an 1866 A.LS. from George McClellan to his "friend" Ulysses S. Grant regard-

ing Grant's interest in some military papers that McClellan was unat>le to retrieve when relieved of command ... "I was 
still the Comdg. Gnl of the U.S.A., had no reason whatsoever to suppose that any change was contemplated by the 
Presdt, left at a few hours notice, & expected to return in a few days, preparatory to the final movement to the 
Peninsula ... " A great letter indicating, to nobody's surprise. that Little Mac was totally clueless! $3,950. 

H istoric Collectible Auctions, "H.C.A.," of Burlington, tlC, 
puts out some nice catalogs with a myriad of historic col
lectit>les - autographs, relics, militaria, political, you 
name it! Their September 17th catalog had 43 different 

lots of Lincolniana! Among the more interesting items were a 
blood relic identified as "Piece of the Trimming which bore the 
remains of President Lincoln" - $5,280; and a "rare daguerreotype 
of Hannibal Hamlin," -$2,185. 

T he 19th Century Shop of Baltimore handles primarily books and autographs. The following goodies were in their 
"Occasional List 62" (don't you just love these names!?): the first authorized edition of the Gettysburg Address, 
Edward Everett's Address ... At the Consecration of the National Cemetery at Gettyst>urg. published t>y Brown & 

Little in 1864, tagged at $650; a framed clipped signature of Lincoln with the attrit>ution "Original Autograph of Lincoln 
received by me from his secretary Col. John Hay" for $2,800; and a mammoth silver print photograph by Ayres from the 
original Hesler negatives (printed 1890's) for $4,800. 

Not all the Lincolniana shows up in the Northeast or Midwest! Case-in-point, the September 19th auction of Durham Realty & Auction 
Company in Murfreesboro, Tennessee. Not exactly the mother-lode, it included seven Lincoln-related lots. Besides the usual bric-a

brac so often de rigeur in such venues, a military commission signed by Lincoln and Stanton dated July 1, 1864 went out the door for 
only $2,700 while a 32" chalk statue of Lincoln by Leonard Volk, complete with "artist-imposed drops of t>lood on Lincoln's trousers and on the base 
of the statue," (gimme a break!) chalked up a bid of $6,500. Those good ol' boys don't charge a buyer's premium. 
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0 n September 12th, Robert Doyle Auctioneers of Pleasant Valley, NY held a multi-estate sale. It included a set of four walnut Gothic-style chairs 
(one arm and three side-chairs), reputed to have been used by Lincoln's cabinet. (Lincoln's cabinet was not in this sale). The consignor's 
daughter stated that her mother purchased the chairs from the estate sale of the William Seward house in Westfield, NY. The mother was told, 

at the time, that these chairs saw use in the Lincoln White House and were then sold to Seward by Wary Todd Lincoln after the assassination. It's 
possible, but somewhat suspect. The ensemble sold for ... SORRY. We don't know. And, we don't have any pictures of the furniture to share with 
you. The reason why? Four separate telephone messages were ignored. (Given that an auction is nothing more than customer service ... keeping con
signors and bidders happy ... it makes you wonder.) And then ... on the opposite end of the spectrum, we can tell you about the people at Acorn Auctions. 
We admit to taking swipes at auctioneers from time to time. Given that an integral element to their business should be a level of responsiveness, we 
are constantly dumfounded by those who don't return calls, can't be bothered to describe an item, won't send a photograph ... etc. Then ... there are 
Jim and Danielle at Acorn Auctions of Clifton Park, New York. Their October auction included two cdv groups: a Lincoln and a Mary Todd by Brady; 
and two Booth cartes - one of Edwin and one of John Wilkes posed with his cane. The lots sold for $935 and $250 respectively. forget that they 
responded promptly to requests for information and welcomed absentee bids, never mind that they sent photocopies of several lots at their own cost 
- Express Mail, here is the kicker: they sent personal, hand-written thank-you notes to unsuccessful absentee bidders! They're tops in our book! 

R obert Siegel Auction Galleries of NYC recent
ly auctioned the Zoellner Collection of philat-

1

, 
ely, netting $8 million in the process. A Scott 

#85F, with an original face value of 15-cents, sold for ~ 
$209,000. So, if you think the stuff you collect is , 
expensive, try knocking heads with those stamp boys! , 

T 

T his cdv, by Macoy and Herwig of NY, (Guttman #42) 
depicting Booth with a derringer and knife peering 
into Lincoln's box at Ford's Theater with the Devil 
tempting him from behind. There were eight bidders 

on this e-Bay offering last month, selling for $350. 

his ornate memorial badge sold this past October 
at York Town Auctions of York, PA. for $550 
against an estimate of $900-1,300. 

S cott Winslow Associates of Bedford, New Hampshire deals in 
autographs, manuscripts, bonds, and currency. Their last fixed-
price list included a check filled out and signed by Robert Todd Lincoln. 
Dated October 4, 1917, it was payable to "The American Golfer, Inc.'' A 

fun association piece, you _ 
could add it to your "Link- "°-.,,,.,. ,.,, .;~~'"' ~ f !!- ,.,, 
in" collection for $250! '" THCfARIIEPS' LOAN AltO T~UST COMPANY. 

~TTQffil~uor->l._!!,t_~:::~~' ~. --

F. 

~.J - •. p.~ "°"'"' 
t,;/ • 1}16,_., $~ 

0. Bailey of Portland, ME handles furniture/decorative arts. In their October 
17th auction, however, they listed three cdv-sized, matted tintypes: 
Lincoln, Grant, and Sherman. These images were produced by George F. 
Ayer with his "Union Card Picture, Portland" label on the verso. (Ayer 

W es Cowan of Terrace Park, 
Ohio had 30 Lincoln lots in 
his rJovember auction. An 
1863 John Wilkes Booth 

playbill from the Washington Theatre 
promoting Booth's appearance in "The 
Corsican Brothers" and "Family Jars" II!'--====- .... 
(sounds like the title to a grade"B hor-

ror flick!) 1""'~=~='--="'= 
achieved 
$2,100. The classic ninth-plate 
Lincoln campaign ambrotype 
(Ostendorf #14) sold for $2,400. A 9 x 
12" "Order of Procession" broadside 
for Lincoln's May 1 funeral in Chicago 
(the final stop before Springfield) 
made a lively $1, 100. What really 
astounded us was the price for an 

early 20th century silver-gelatin print of a Gardner photograph 
(retouched with the addition of some background - specifically 
a column) ... $1,550. (Prices include buyer's premium.) 

should not be confused with the photographer George B. Ayers who purchased Alexander Hesler's Springfield gallery just after the Civil War and acquired 
four original plate negatives of Lincoln's 1860 sitting.) Quite reasonable at: Lincoln-$700, Grant-$485, Sherman-$150. Another cdv-matted Lincoln tin· 
type, similar to that pictured but gem-sized (1/2" x 7/8") sold in Ted Hake's last mail auction. His example, dated 1863, fetched a whopping $1,000. 
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In The Marketplace, cont. R &R Enterprises of New 
Hampshire - autograph 
auctioneers - had a few 
interesting pieces in 

their August 19th catalog. These 
included this pictorial ballot for 
McClellan (from Ohio, where 
else?) selling for $250. They also 
sold a war-dated endorsement 
("Let the man take the oath ... ") by 
Lincoln - made special in that it 
authorized the release of an Alton, 
Illinois Southern sympathizer 
whose property had been confis
cated and who "used improper 
and thoughtless expressions ... 
while under the influence of 
liquor." (Heavens!) Price: $5,360 
(including the 15% buyer's.) 

S tanton Auctions of Hampden, MA 
advertised a "wonderful quality 
election portrait of young Abe 
Lincoln on chamford (sic) wood 

panel" for its September Americana Sale. 
Dimensions were 14 x 19" and while it's a 
pretty piece - and obviously executed by a 
talented artist - stylistically, though, it 
does not appear to be 1860 vintage, an 
opinion shared by the auctioneer. It still 
sold for $1,500 plus 15% buyer's. 

T om French, the personable mail auction
eer of political Americana, operates out of 
Tucson, Arizona, and issues what many consider the 
"Cadillac" of political catalogs. His October 8th effort 

included an even ''Edward Baker's" dozen Lincoln items. A 
standard-style Lincoln-Johnson back-to-back ferrotype in 
excellent condition realized $1,230, a record price. A sharp sin
gle-portrait Lincoln ferrotype from 1864 was $553, and a 
"Brady" portrait Lincoln ribbon (with a couple of minor stains at 
bottom) sold for $4,235 (not a record, 
but considerably more than the 
$2,500 these routinely sold for a 
couple of years back). 

T he Rhodes Scholar of 
Marlboro, MD issued their 
third catalog of fine auto

graphs. These catalogs, though 
modest in scope and volume, are 
nonetheless well-produced and 
easy-on-the-eye. An unusual 
offering, easily overlooked, was a 
CDV of Roger Taney, author of the 
Dred Scott decision, and a Lincoln 
nemesis. Inscribed by the venera
ble justice on the back "For Mrs. 
Merrick, with the respects of R. B. Taney Septr. 15, 1862," this 
rather elusive item was under-priced at only $425. 

M cGowan Books of Chapel Hill had the following in two recent cat
alogs: Charles Henry Lea's pro-Lincoln 1864 biography in wraps 
(a paperback) Abraham Uncoln (Monaghan #358) $175; an 1894 
Typed Letter Signed by U.S. Senator Shelby Moore Cullom dis-

cussing the origin of the epithet "Honest Abe" $850 (he claims it was first 
used by Richard Oglesby at the 1860 Illinois State Republican Convention); 
and a rare volume in wraps of Trial of Abraham Uncoln by the Great 
Statesmen of the Republic - A Council of the Past on the Tyranny of the 
Present. The Spirit of the Constitution on the Bench - Abraham Lincoln, 
Prisoner at the Bar, His Own Counsel. (Monaghan #252), $175. (For the cin
ema buffs out there, the concept of trial-by-jury for historical figures has played 
prominently in at least two film classics: The Devil and Daniel Webster and 
Michael Powell's St/lirway to Heaven. Groucho Marx even made a cameo appear
ance in a mid-1950's opus, The Story of Mankind, featuring a celestial trial.) 

T odd Axelrod of "Simple & Direct" in Las Vegas issues autograph auction 
catalogs every 6 to a weeks. Like most autograph dealers, he routinely 
carries Lincoln military commissions, endorsements and other pieces of 
interest. In their recent sale, we found a letter by Robert Todd Lincoln to 

be of particular interest. Written in 1892 to a Springfield lady who apparently was 
organizing a Lincoln exhibit (or hustling items for her collection!), some of Robert 
Todd Lincoln's comments are real eye-openers! " ... I should be able to make some 
contribution to it but probably not to 
the extent you might at first suppose. 
So much is included in what would 
be called personal relics which is 
only trash unworthy to be dignified 
by exhibition that I have myself care
fully avoided preserving some:hing I 
once had ... " This fascinating look at 
what constitutes a worthy Lincoln 
collectible made it to $750. 

-c.A..11L ,,, -..... 
?rv,..'-...... 

/,,.~IC , .. -•"--,, ,.. '- .. "-
111/r-'•...J. • 
~-""+' ,,.,_ .c. , ... _ 
11,,.., 4 h"( 
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D ana Linett's Early American History Auction on October 10th included 45 lots of 
"Lincoln related" material. A standard mix of tokens, ballots, covers, ribbons, and 
graphics were served-up. A Lincoln-Hamlin back-to-back ferrotype in generally clean 

condition save for some minor bubbling on the Hamlin side changed hands for a reasonable 
$405. A very rare muling of the reverse of Ellis' Rail Splitter token with the obverse of a Civil 

War dog tag, probably made for the collector market, sold for $550. An unusu
al mourning cover (Milgram #369) was a bargain at $150, 

while a transmittal envelope for a "Tally-Sheet" from the 
1864 "Presidential Election" tallied $350. Like a great deal 
of other Lincoln electoral-material now found, this artifact 

PltDIDIIIITUL a.acmox. 
originated in Ohio. 

H yde Park Country Auctions of Salt Point, 
NY (a stone's throw away from Hyde Park) 
held their "Fifth Annual Rustic, Primitive & 
Sporting Sale" on November 7th. The title 

of the sale was most appropriate, running the gamut 
from fishing creels to cast-iron pig troughs. Thrown 
in for good measure was a small assortment of his
torical memorabilia: political, GAR, and sundry com
memorative medals. The sole Lincoln piece was a 
"key" item for political collectors ... the Lincoln
Johnson gault-frame ferrotype. Found in a drawer in 
an old home along with other political items, this 
elusive badge sold for $1,870 (the record sale price 
for this item is $2,800 set four years 
ago). While on the "check-out line," 
the successful bidder comment
ed that he didn't intend to go so .r•ih' 
high. (Quite a refreshing .~~ 
change from the standard "I ~ ~ 
was prepared to go a lot high- ~ -r 
er.") In response to that, we can 
only say that, unlike Dr. Strangelove, 
you don't have to involuntarily raise your arm at the 
most inappropriate times. 

Sword & Saber, a Gettysburg emporium 
"Specializing in Southern War of 
Independence Memorabilia 1861-1865" 

(pssst! ain't that 
the Civil War 
they're talking 
about?) issues 
fixed-price cata
logs. Catalog #89 
has an example of 
the classic bronze 
David Victor 
Brenner Lincoln 
plaque on a brass 
stand for $1,200. 

o/1,,i -I" ~, (/uz«tf«X H,, 
~~--

&.. 
'1'4LLT•-

W e're faithful to Lincoln, but that doesn't mean our eyes don't occasionally wan
der! A case in point... Green Valley Auctions of Mt. Crawford, Virginia tempted 
us with a large Grant silk campaign flag on November 12th. A super piece, and 
similar to one that incorporates the famous "With malice towards none ... " quote, 

this showpiece sold for a strong $9,000. The auctioneer didn't think all that much of it 
beforehand, anticipating proceeds of no more than $1,200. He should know that "beauty is 
in the eye of the ... bidders!" 

L one Star Autographs of Kaufman, 
Texas, is offering a first edition of 
David Miller DeWitt's The Judicial 
Murder of Mary E. Surratt (is the title 

any indication of the author's point of view?), 
published in 1895 and signed by the author, for 
$295. A great excerpt from the preface ... 
"Oceans of horse-hair, continents of parch
ment, and learned-sergeant eloquence, were it 
continued until the learned tongue wore itself 
small in the indefatigable learned mouth, can
not make the unjust just..." 

0 n the "heels" of our last issue of !,.,r. .. °"""'~"' 
The Rail Splitter with Don 
Ackerman's survey of Linco n in china and glass, we found this wonder
ful 1863 mug in an E-Bay auction - $1,800. 
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MAKING THE "SHORT LIST" 

- THE HOPEFlJ~ OF 1860 AND 1864 

Election statistics for the 1860 and 1864 campaigns, par
ticularly the lists of "hopefuls," include many names, some 
familiar, some not. It must be remembered that to be consid
ered a hopeful, one need only have received a single vote at 
a national nominating convention. Some of these were seri
ous candidacies while others were simply "favorite sons" -
receiving a single honorary vote in recognition of their pub
lic service. In the case of U.S. Grant, he received votes in 
spite of firm and sincere denials of being a candidate. Others 
made similar denials which nobody believed. Many hopefuls 
would garner a nomination in later elections and some would 
even get elected. 

The existence of hopeful memorabilia during this period 
is practically non-existent. Two ferrotype badges were issued 
in 1868 promoting Salmon Chase's bid for the presidency at 
a time when, having been appointed Chief Justice of the 
Supreme Court, his interest was starting to wane. But por
traits of hopeful candidates would appear in magazines. It 
really wasn't until the 1880's that hopeful campaign items 
would start to gain widespread appeal. 

One exception to the absence of early hopeful material is 
the 1860 campaign chart pictured here. Besides depicting all 
four sets of presidential candidates, it depicts Sam Huston -
who was a hopeful at two different nominating conventions .l:;.- '"':."'.._ ~====ss~~~~~~~L~1.[=J_:::J 
in 1860! In addition to acting out a pivotal role in the forma- ----~-
tion of Texas, Huston's story in the Civil War is just as intriguing and inspiring. Despite his Southern back-
ground and position as Governor of Texas, he was a staunch Unionist and opposed secession. After secession, Huston refused to cave 
in and continued to speak out. He was removed from office and replaced by a "loyal Southerner." From a collector's viewpoint, it's unfor
tunate that no additional items were produced for his candidacy. 

1860 James Guthrie, Ky. Election Results Election Results 
Hopefuls Robert Hunter, Va. 1860: 1864: Sam Huston, Tx. 

Regublican 
Andrew Johnson, Tenn. 

Republican 1864 Republican Joseph Lane, Ore. Hopefuls Edward Bates, Mo. James Orr, SC Abraham Lincoln Abraham Lincoln 
John Bell, Tenn. James Pearce, Md. Hannibal Hamlin Andrew Johnson 
Simon Cameron, Pa. Franklin Pierce, NH Popular: 1,866,352 Republican Popular: 2,216,067 
Salmon Chase, Oh. Horatio Seymour, NY Electoral: 180 Ben Butler, Mass. Electoral: 212 
Cassius Clay, Ky. John Slidell, La. Salmon Chase, Oh. 
Jacob Collamer, Vt. Alex. Stephens, Ga. N111:th11rn D11mocratic U. S. Grant, Ill. Democratic 
William Dayton, NJ Isaac Toucey, Ct. Stephen A. Douglas George B. McClellan 
John Fremont, Cal. Henry Wise, Va. Herschel V. Johnson Democratic: George H. Pendleton 
John Mclean, Oh. Popular: 1,375,157 Charles O'Conor, NY Popular: 1,808,725 
William Pennington, NJ Constitution~! Electoral: 12 Horatio Seymour, NY Electoral: 21 
John Reid, Pa. 

Union S11utbern D11m11cra1ic 
Thomas Seymour, Ct. 

Independent William Seward, NY 
Charles Sumner, Mass. John Botts, Va. John C. Breckinridge (Badlcal R!!llUbllcan) 
Ben Wade, Oh. John Crittenden, Ky. Joseph Lane John C. Fremont 

William Goggin, Va. Popular: 845,763 John Cochrane 
Northern Edward Everett, Mass. Electoral: 72 

Democratic William Graham, NC Nominated in Cleveland, 
Sam Huston, Tx. !;11n1ti1Vtl!1Dill !.!Di!ID Ohio on May 31, 1864, 

Thomas Bocock, Va. John Mclean, Oh. John Bell but withdrew from the 
John Breckinridge, Ky. William Rives, Va. Edward Everett race on September 21st, 
Jefferson Davis, Miss. William Sharkey, Miss. Popular: 589,581 urging support of the reg-
Daniel Dickinson, NY Electoral: 39 ular Republican ticket. 
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BOOTH ON THE NET 
him. Unfortunately the next time I went to see Al his 
shop keeper and the shop keepers daughter were 
watching the shop. They told me that Al's emphysema 

The Griffin's Hoard, Fine Art & Antiques of Pennsburg, was acting up very badly and that he had not been into 
PA runs an on-line internet auction gallery. Should the shop for a couple of days. We called him from the 
you be interested, they plan to auction an oil portrait shop and he assured me that this condition was only a 
and cracked ambrotype of "John Wilkes Booth." To temporary problem and that in a few days he would get 
help validate/authenticate the items, the site includes the provenance and we would be doing business again. 
the following provenance: "The history that goes F'or the next couple of months I stopped into the shop 
along with this lot - I, Randy Keen, was in the at least once a week and purchased jewelry and silver 
Carousel Antiques Shop in Morton, PA when Al, the from Marguerite (the shop keeper) and her daughter 
owner of the shop was approached by a woman --""""....--~--=---- Margaret, and talked to Al over the phone, but he never 
from Springfield, PA, claiming to be a descendant of returned to the shop and eventually died from the 
the Booth family. She had in her possession many emphysema. Too often in history provenance gets lost. 
family items. For example, a gold filled pocket In this case the written provenance on this piece dis-
watch with the inscription, 'Presented to J.W. Booth appeared when the antique dealer and personal friend 
from M.E.,' a mother of pearl cross with shells of the current owner, Mr. Keen, fell ill and died. 
sewed upon it, and a plaque saying, 'Made by F'ortunately these pieces carry their own weight in the 
Edwina Booth for Edwin, to commemorate the pass- images themselves." 
ing (or the death) of his wife, her mother.' Also 
there were two boxes of books all signed, 'Property 
of J.W. Booth.' There were playbills from theatrical 
productions that were signed by various actors, 
some of which were Booth family members. There 
was also a silver ring and a baby cup. These two items were not 
purchased, but all the other items including an album, a portrait 
and an ambrotype photograph were purchased on that day by Al. 
At this time the woman gave Al a letter of provenance stating her 
genealogical relationship to the Booth family. I asked him at this 
time, if I could get a copy of the letter of provenance and he 
replied that he had given it to a dealer from Texas that had pur
chased the pocket watch. He said this was no problem in that the 
dealer said he would make a copy and send the original back to 

If interested, these two items 
will be auctioned on eBay in 
January. The minimum bid 
will be $20,000. 

And ... to further prove the internet 
is a vehicle to find "Booth bargains," 
this carte was offered in a recent e-Bay 
auction as a "superb CDV of the infa
mous John Wilkes Booth." Believe it or 
not, despite three bids, it didn't sell 
failing to meet the reserve! 

or 

• 
in 

t#Juyint ~tQp'it~s? 

a:ucL witL ~I 
IfyouareSelling ... We buy autographs, documents, manuscripts, family correspondence, 

signed books, signed photos, relics associated with famous people, 
stamp collections, coin collections, etc. We have paid out over $20 million 
in the last five years alone for material of this nature. Whether your 
masterpiece is a single item or an entire collection, valued at $1,000 or $1 
million - we are eager to purchase and can pay you within 24 hours. Call 
for a free brochure or fax what you have for sale. 

If you are Buying ... University produces the most frequent and exciting lists in the trade. Call 
today for a free list. We handle most every category and our enormous 
volume allows you to purchase at the most competitive prices. 

Visit our Web Sile al UniversityArchives.com 
Call Toll Free: 800-237-5692 or 20:H54-0l ll • Fax 203 /454-3111 
Write us al: 49 Richm.ondville Avenue • Westport, CT 06880 

E-Mail: John@Unive;;rsiLyArchivcs.com 

e .~leml>t!r: ABAA • U'ICC • ,\1anu,;crlpt Soclet1• • /ADA 
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CLASSIC LINCOLN BOOKS -BACK IN PRINT 

A Treasury of Lincoln Quotations 
by Fred Kt:rner 
An indispensable volume for any Lincoln student. 
Organized alphabetically, this edition has a new introduction 
by noted Lincoln scholar Harold Holur. Of the first 
edition, the American Libnry Association ,aid •Outstanding 
Reference Book of the Year.• (320p., index). $20.00 paper. 

Lincoln As A lawyer 
by John P. Frank 
A penetrating analysis of Lincoln's legal practice. Of this 
work, David Donald says, "This book casts more light on 
Lincoln's law practice and teUs us more about the kind of 
lawyer Lincoln was, than anything else I have ever seen.• 
(208p., index, frontis). $40.00 cloth, $20.00 paper. 

The Great American Myth 
by George S. Bryan 
The classic history of the assassination. Denni, Showalter of 
The Colorado CoUcge for "Small Press" says this is "a key 
work in esublishing a ntional and sophisticated matrix for 
the analysi., of the fascinating issue of Lincoln's assassination.• 
(436p., illus., index). $40.00 doth, $20.00 paper. 

GARDNER'S PHOTO ~ VIVIDLY REPRODUCED 

The quintessential Abnham Lincoln pos,,, tuen one 
week prior to his Gettysburg Address. Thi, photo 
captures the President's somber mood. Hi, most 
famous photo, it shows our sixteenth president at the 
height of his. pclitic.d c:1.reer. His ~rength of c.haneter 
i., most evident, along with his determination and 
confidence. 

Thi, high quality reprint of Gardner's photognph, 
captures the clarity and quality of an original 
photognph. Rendered in mane finish, archivally 
maned on sturdy foam core, with a descriptive label on 
the rear, shrink•wnpped and ready to frame. Photo i., 
8" x 10', ove.rall size is 11 3/4" x 13 1/2'. $24.95. 

To Order Any Item: 
Please include $4.00 Shipping and Handling/or the 

First item and $1.00/oreach additional item. 

Phone or Fax orders accepted. /I/MC 
Dealer Inquiries lnv/Uid 

N~ 

ABaARAM LINCOLN 
BOO& SBOP, INC. 
3~7 We>< QilcagoA-.ue • Qilcago. lll!noo 60610 
312.9-(4.3()8~ • FU 312.!>(4.5549 

Since 1938, SpecialislS in Lincolniana, Civil War and U.S. Presidents 
Calalogs Issued• Send $5.00 for Sample Issue 

A "LINCOLN PORTRAIT" 

COLLECTION OF MUSIC 
Daniel Bassuk, Ph. D. 

"I hear America singing, the varied carols I hear," wrote Walt 
Whitman as he penned poems about Abraham Lincoln. But where 
can one hear America singing about her great president today? 
Numerous composers have written music to honor Lincoln, but 
none have succeeded as has Aaron Copland with his short piece 
for narrator and orchestra, "A Lincoln Portrait." Undoubtedly this 
is the most popular 20th century piece of Lincoln music. Through 
its interweaving of folk tunes and familiar quotations, "Lincoln 
Portrait" preserves Lincoln's words from perishing from the earth, 
and sets the tone for democracy. 

As Lincoln has been characterized as the epitome of the 
American spirit, so only a truly American composer writing quin
tessential American music could capture the American spirit. 
"Lincoln Portrait," written by "the dean of American composers," 
Aaron Copland, in 1942, does just that. 

For more than half a century, the narration of Copland's 
"Lincoln Portrait" has been spoken by hundreds of people in more 
than a score of languages. Speakers include at least 20 actors and TV 
personalities, innumerable politicians, 9 African-Americans includ
ing Coretta Scott King and Marian Anderson. First Ladies Eleanor 
Roosevelt and Rosalynn Carter have also served as narrators. 

As a music lover and an admirer of Abraham Lincoln, it is only 
natural that I began collecting Copland's "Lincoln Portrait." And, as 
my collection grew, so did the chorus of voices. The oldest record
ing in my collection features Melvyn Douglas as soloist, accompa
nied by the Boston Symphony Orchestra led by Koussevitzky in 
1946. Illinois is known as the "Land of Lincoln," and two well-known 
:.urn; uf Illinois, Carl Sandburg and Adlai Stevenson, recorded 
Lincoln's famous words in their own inimitable style. The 
Sandburg version is a special Columbia Collectors' Series, con
ducted by Andre Kostelanetz, to whom the music is dedicated. 
Adlai Stevenson narrated "Lincoln Portrait" at the opening of the 
Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts in NYC when he was ambas
sador to the UN, and recorded it with Eugene Ormandy and the 
Philadelphia Orchestra in 1962. I can listen to three famous actors 
narrating Lincoln's words: Charlton Heston (Utah Symphony 
1961), Gregory Peck (Los Angeles Philharmonic 1968), and Henry 
Fonda (with Copland conducting the London Symphony Orchestra 
in 1975), and be reminded of Fonda and Peck portraying Lincoln on 
the screen in "Young Mr. Lincoln" (1939) and "The Blue and the 
Gray" (I 982). 

Mary Todd Lincoln would have been proud to know that three 
women of distinction would narrate her husband's words: actress 
Katherine Hepburn (1986), British Prime Minister Margaret 
Thatcher (1992), and New Jersey Governor Christine Todd 
Whitman (1997). 

In 1992, after the Persian Gulf War, General Norman 
Schwartzkopf of Desert Storm fame narrated "Lincoln Portrait" 
with the St. Louis Orchestra led by Leonard Slatkin. Slatkin stirs up 
a musical storm, and Schwartzkopf takes command like a general 
upon the battleground, with high resolve and "increased devotion 
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to that cause for which they gave the last 
full measure of devotion." 

Lincoln had a high-pitched voice, but 
the bass tones of James Earl Jones give us 
a "Lincoln Portrait" poignantly reverberat
ing as from the mouth of one whom 
Lincoln freed. The music of the Seattle 
Symphony under the baton of Gerard 
Schwartz (1993) offers stirring accompani
ment. 

Altogether, this collection provides 
inspiration and musical harmonies 
derived from the ideas of our 16th presi
dent and the compositional talents of 
Aaron Copland. Though Abraham Lincoln 
could not carry a tune, read music, or play 
an instrument, could he but hear the var
ied voices intoning Copland's "Lincoln 
Portrait," his heart would sing, for this 
tribute echoes his democratic ideals and 
strives for the harmony he sought so 
valiantly to preserve. 
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David Frent noticed this cartoon in his copy of the Asbury 
Park Press and was kind enough to send it along. We contact
ed the New Jersey paper for reprint permission and ended up 
speaking directly to the cartoonist - Steve Breen. Steve, now 
a fellow Rail Splitter, tells us he always had a love of Lincoln 
and history ... and that this "background provides perspective 
for commenting on current political and social issues." Steve 
won a Pulitzer Prize just last year for his political satire and 
cartoons ... at only the age of twenty-seven! (Have you noticed 
a direct correlation between the extremely talented/gifted and 
those who are "Lincoln buffs?" We have!) 
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THE ELEPHANT IS COMING! 

Julie and Robin Powell 

Father Abraham, a weekly newspaper published in Reading, PA in the fall 
of 1864, supported the Lincoln-Johnson National Union ticket. An item in the 
October 18, 1864 issue shows a pachyderm under a headline declaring "Little 
MAC Off the Track! Victory! Victory!" The cartoon celebrates party victories 
in elections in Pennsylvania and several other states with a banner that 
declares "The Elephant is Coming." The saddle blanket details the apparent ~---1 

margin of votes in the Keystone State. 
A similar but smaller elephant accompanies a short article in the September 27th 

issue of this same paper. The headline declares "Hurrah for the Gunboats, The 
Elephant is Coming!" - the accompanying article announces Farragut's victory in 
Mobile Bay. The banner urges "Clear the Tracks!" and the blanket 
bears the words "Sheridan the Peace Commissioner." ~-------------1 

The September 27th elephant has a military mission; its 
October 18th colleague, however, has a political agenda. Thomas 
Nast's cartoon in the November 7, 1874 Harper's Weekly has often 
been cited as marking the first appearance of the Republican ele
phant. The October 18, 1864 issue of Father Abraham argues for fur
ther consideration of where and when that debut occurred. 

[~: For additional information, see "Origin of the Species: 
Evolution of the G.O.P. Elephant" in the Summer 1980 issue of the ~---------------i 
APPA Standard. Here, we picture the 1860 Lincoln campaign ribbon from that article. The Powells are indebt- <==-------~ 
ed to their friend, Mark R. Schafer, for recently discovering these copies of Father Abraham. Robin and Julie, widely respected for their 
expertise on a range of Americana including politicals and quilts, correctly reflect on the need to question Nast's attribution. All too 
often, we find ourselves simply repeating facts - as presented in secondary and tertiary sources - without going back and questioning 
the primary source. The Powells' argument that the Republican symbolic mascot may not have originated with Nast also leads one to 
question the first use of the donkey for the Democrats - which can be traced as far back as Andrew Jackson. We did a little digging in 
our Rail Splitter archives and found two pieces worth consideration from 1861 and 1864. The caption under the cartoon (printed in blue 
on a Civil War patriotic cover) reads: "Jeff being unable to come to Washington to see the Elephant, Old Abe will take the Elephant to 
see Jeff." The expression "see the elephant" hearkens back to an 1850's anecdote, it being 
synonymous with one's experiencing an epiphany. The anti-Copperhead Salt River ticket F'""'::::::::;;; 

depicts an ass as "The Presiding Deity of the Chicago Convention." Of course we appreciate 
that this is an anti-Democratic piece ... but it is the donkey representing the Party nonethe
less. Perhaps Nast, drawing cartoons and caricatures during the Civil War, remembered these 
images when he "created" the party mascots. Please let us know if you have anything to con
tribute to this discussion.] °C?"' 

The "Wigwam" was a convention hall built in Chicago specifically to nominate a pres
idential candidate in 1860. Financed through private subscriptions (totaling some $5,000), 
Republican supporters erected a two-story wooden structure at the comer of Market and 
Lake. The building measured 100' x 180' and could hold upwards of 10,000 spectators. 
After the campaign, the structure was converted Into retail stores, and was eventually tom 
down (prior to the Great Fire of 1871). 

Even before It was officially dedicated on May 12, 1860, the "Wigwam" spawned bnita
tors coming to have a generic meaning as a meeting place for Republicans. The Republican 
State Nominating Convention that met In Decatur, Illinois early in May 1860, convened in a 
wooden and canvas structure they also called a "wigwam." 

This wonderful carte-de-vislte, which recently sold at auction, has the Imprint of .-i 
Evansville, Indiana photographer. It shows a "Llncoln and Johnson Wigwam" for 1864! 

As late as 1868, residents of Montclair, New Jersey erected a "Grant and Colfax 
Wigwam." After 1868, however, use of the term seems to have disappeared. Sadly, there
after, Republicans would be forced to meet In structures called "convention halls,• "opera 
houses," and, yes, even "auditoriums." ~ 
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Rail Splinters 
~ Congratulations to Rail Splitter Editor Peter 

- •• - • Schwartz. If you found yourself catching either 
Letterman or Rosie when Cher appeared last month, you saw 
Peter "doing his thing." Peter, who has worked with everyone 
from David Bowie to Madonna, was Cher's Musical Director and 
played keyboards for the on-air promotional performances. It 
just proves that Lincoln collectors can be found in ALL walks-of
life ... even the profoundly talented! 

~ Brooks Brothers, the 180-year old bastion of con-
- • servative taste, clothing and accessories, broke 

with tradition last month deciding to carry men's suits in black. 
With the exception of tuxedos and suits for members of the cler
gy, Brooks Brothers has not stocked black suits as part of their 
general line for as long as anyone can remember. (A salesman in 
the men's department, an employee for almost fifty years, can
not recall black suits ever being on the racks - dark navy, yes, 
but never true black.) The decision to sell black suits might 
come as a shock to some. There is an often repeated Lincoln leg
end that holds Brooks Brothers has a corporate policy not to sell 
black suits out of respect for our martyred president who was 
killed while wearing a black Brooks Brothers suit. Unfortunately, 
this bit of corporate lore is more apocryphal than accurate. It 
was Lincoln's topcoat that came from the store. Made expressly 
for the President's second inauguration in 1865, and worn again 
on the night of his trip to Ford's Theatre, the coat has a custom 
lining with black embroidered stitching depicting an eagle with 
spread wings and the slogan ''ONE COUNTRY ONE DESTINY." 
Known as "The Great Coat,» it can now be seen in the museum 
at Ford's Theatre. Brooks Brothers' "unofficial historian" has 
heard the claim many times, noting that it was even the final 
question in a national trivia contest last year. But no such poli
cy was ever implemented. "It was more a fashion considera
tion ... black suits are now trendy, quite popular." The one 
Lincoln issue that remains at Brooks Brothers: where is the 
"Lincoln Mirror?" A large, round mirror used by the President 
has apparently been misplaced during recent remodeling - it's 
anyone's guess what floor or department "appropriated" it. 

~ We are pleased to note Christie's failure to sell 
- - the Hoffman daguerreotype (detailed in the last 

issue of The Rail Splitter). Our feelings are not prompted by ill 
wishes for the owners or the auction house, but simply with con
cern for historical integrity. National coverage of the sale, how
ever, gave us pause to consider what many feel to be a fraudu
lent practice at the large New York houses. The New York Times 
reported there were two bids for the dag which ultimately failed 
to reach the reserve. A major antiques journal reported one bid 
from the floor. Despite the auctioneer's apparent acceptance of 
bids, none were actually tendered. What the trade calls "taking 
bids off the chandelier" is a legal practice - in New York City - by 
which the auctioneer can bid something up to the reserve before 
deciding to pass on the lot. In effect, the house creates the 
appearance of interest in a piece hoping to entice someone to 

jump into the action. As such, a casual observer/participant 
would not know he or she was bidding against the reserve with
out an actual under-bidder being "on the books" or in the room. 
Auction rules are governed by the Department of Consumer 
Affairs for the City of New York. (See: section #2-123 entitled 
"Reserves," Rules of the City of New York - sub-chapter M.) 
While many other states have made such practices illegal, it con
tinues in New York. But... just to put things into perspective, the 
same office that licenses auctioneers in Gotham also licenses 
hot-dog vendors. 

[CORRECTION: We were recently advised of a slight mistake in a 
response to a "Letter to the Editor" published in our last issue. 
Apparently, we were a little off in our definition of 
"Meerschaum." Meerschaum has been identified as hydrous 
magnesium silicate, an opaque white-gray mineral of the soap
stone family. As such, it is considered a mineral. Mined 30 to 450 
feet below the surface of the earth, the magnesium content pro
vides strength while the hydrogen and oxygen contribute to its 
porosity. We are further advised that the best quality comes 
from Anatolia and Turkey.] 

Which President Said ... ? 

"Lincoln was a very normal man with very normal gifts, but 
all upon a great scale, all knit together in loose and natural form, 
like the great frame in which he moved and dwelt." 

Woodrow Wilson, 1909 

"The Civil War called for a president who had faith in time, 
for his country as well as himself; who could endure the impa
tience of others and abide his time." 

Benjamin Harrison, 1901 

"I have not made any speech ONLY on the Liberty Loan, 
because while I may not share any other quality with Abraham 
Lincoln, I do share his lack of intimate acquaintance with 
finance." 

~ 

:) 

! 

Theodore Roosevelt 
(From a letter to Herbert Hoover, 1917) 
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DEMOCRATIC TICKET. 
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Imagine walking from Boston to Washington, D. C. -
in February! 

Martin Carlino recently found this small, 2 x 3" four-page brochure 
Walking From Boston to Washington Between February 22 and March 4th, 
1861, by Edward Payson Weston. Weston, a twenty-year old Boston 
uramblier"(short-distance walker), made a wager during the presiden
tial election of 1860 that if Abraham Lincoln was elected, he would 
walk from Boston to Washington within ten days to attend the 
Inauguration. (A distance of 470 miles!) One page of this booklet is 
an advertisement - an engraved illustration and text for Grover & 
Baker's Family Sewing Machines. Another page provides bio
graphical information on Weston with a time-table of what cities 
he would pass through. The back page lists testimonials from 
the press and noteworthy individuals regarding the durability 
of Grover & Baker sewing machines, including one by Mrs. 
Jefferson Davis of Washington, D.C. - the soon-to-be First 
Lady of the Confederate States! These little booklets were 
handed out along the way as a memento of Weston's trip. "He 
is now on the road performing this agreement foolishly made." 
During Weston's journey, he sold cartes-de-visite with him in full walking 
regalia helping to finance the trip. Although the cartes are easily found, and usual
ly identified, few appreciate his Lincoln connection. Payson would become famous in the 
latter half of the 19th century for his stunt of walking across Europe. As far as his 1860 bet, unfor
tunately, he arrived late at the Capitol, just a few hours after Lincoln's inauguration - but the newspa
pers in Boston, nonetheless, praised his "dazzling performance." Those interested in learning more can 
still find a copy of Weston's 1862 privately-published account of the trip under the title The Pedestrian. 
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